
Duke U STA 961: Week 4 R. L. WolpertA Modium of Measure TheoryK.L. Chung, A Course in Probability Theory, pp. . 15|48CONSTRUCTION & EXTENSION OF MEASURESFor any �nite set 
 = f!1; :::; !ng, the \power set" P = P(
) of all subsets of 
 has jPj =2n elements; set theorists denote it P(
) = 2
, even for in�nite sets 
. Let's onsider a numberof properties that lasses of events (i.e., sets A � 2
) might have. A lass A is alled a:FIELD if E1 2 A and E1 [E2 2 A whenever E1; E2 2 A;�-ALGEBRA (or Borel �eld) if E1 2 A and [1i=1Ei 2 A, whenever Ei 2 A; i 2 N;MONOTONE CLASS if [1i=1Ei 2 A, whenever Ei � Ei+1 2 A and \1i=1Ei 2 A wheneverEi � Ei+1 2 A, i = 1; 2; :::.Note that if A� is a (F, �A, resp. MC) for eah � in any index set, then \�A� is also a (F,�A, resp. MC) (not true for unions; note we don't require that the index set be �nite or evenountable). Sine also 2
 is a (F, �A, resp. MC), it follows that for any olletion A0 � 2
 thereexists a smallest (F, �A, resp. MC): namely, the intersetion of all (F, �A, resp. MC)'s ontain-ing A0. We denote the smallest (F, �A, resp. MC) ontaining A0 by F(A0), �(A0), andM(A0),respetively.For example, if 
 is arbitrary and A0 = f f!g g, the singletons, then F(A0) = �(A0) = 2
 if
 is �nite, but F(A0) is the �nite and o-�nite sets, �(A0) the ountable and o-ountable sets if
 is in�nite. M(A0) is just A0 itself!For probability and measure theory we need probabilities to be de�ned for all sets in a �-algebra F ; we'd like the luxury of de�ning the measure on a muh smaller olletion, either a�eld F0 or a olletion A that generates a �eld F0 = F(A). To do this we need to know that,subjet to some obvious onsisteny onditions, we an always extend a pre-measure �0 de�nedonly on a �eld F0 to some measure � on the �-algebra F = �(F0), and we need to prove thatthis � is unique| i.e., that, if �1 and �2 are two measures on F suh that �1(F ) = �2(F ) forF 2 F0, then also �1(F ) = �2(F ) for F 2 F , i.e., �1 and �2 agree on the entire �-algebra.It turns out to be easier to show that �0 extends uniquely to the monotone lassM(A0)than it is to show unique extension to the �-algebra �(A0); lukily, when A0 is a �eld, these arethe same:Theorem. Let F0 be a �eld; thenM(F0) = �(F0). (Sketh proof; set C = fE 2 M : E 2 Mgand show C an MC, A � C, and onludeM� C �M).How an we speify �0 on F0? Two examples:1. A = f f!g g: Given any f!ig and fpi � 0g with Pi pi = 1, set �0(A) = P[pi : !i 2 A℄.In fat, this is also �; it's the only kind of disrete measure there is, and the only kind on a�nite or ountable set 
.2. 
 = (�1;1), and A = f(a; b℄g for a � b, a; b 2 Q. Now F0 = F(A) onsists of �nite dis-joint unions of left-open rational intervals, possibly augmented by sets of the form (�1; b℄,(a;1), or (�1;1). The �-�eld �(A) is not just ountable unions of suh sets; it is a largerolletion, alled the \Borel sets" in the real line, that inludes all open and losed sets, theCantor set, and many others. It an be onstruted expliitly by trans�nite indution (!),but is not easily desribed. It inludes every set of real numbers we'll need in this ourse.Given any DF F (x), we an de�ne a pre-pm �0 on A by setting �0((a; b℄) = F (b) � F (a). IfF = Fd is purely disontinuous this just assigns probability pi = F (ai) � F (ai�) to eahai where F (x) jumps; if F (x) = Fa = R x�1 f(t) dt is absolutely ontinuous this just assignsprobability �(A) = RA f(t) dt to A (and in fat this is the usual de�nition of that integral!)



Duke U STA 961: Week 4 R. L. WolpertHow does the extension idea work? Suppose �0 is de�ned on a �eld F0, and F = �(F0). De�netwo new set funtions �� and �� on 2
 by:��(E) = inf h 1Xi=0 �0(Fi) : E � 1[i=0Fi; Fi 2 F0i ��(E) = 1� ��(E)On reetion it's lear that ��(E) � ��(E) for eah set E 2 2
, and ��(E) = �0(E) = ��(E)for eah set E 2 F0; thus there is an obvious well-de�ned extension of �0 to a set funtion onthe �-ompletion, F� = fE 2 2
 : ��(E) = ��(E)g = fE 2 2
 : ��(E) + ��(E) = 1g.It remains to show that: (1) The extension � is nonnegative and ountably additive on F� (an�=2n argument); and (2) The �-algebra F = �(F0) is ontained in F� (just show that F� is a�-algebra ontaining F0); and (3) The extension to F is unique (show fE 2 F : �(E) = �(E)g isan MC ontaining F0).RANDOM VARIABLESLet 
 be any set, F any �-algebra on 
, and P any probability measure de�ned for eah el-ement of F ; suh a triple (
;F;P) is alled a probability spae. Let R denote the real numbers(�1;1) and B the Borel sets on R generated by (for example) the half-open sets (a; b℄.De�nition. A real-valued Random Variable is a funtion X : 
 ! R that is \FnB-measurable,"i.e., that satis�es X�1(B) = f! : X(!) 2 Bg 2 F for eah Borel set B 2 B (or, equivalently,simply for eah set B of the form (�1; b℄ for some rational �1 < b <1).This is sometimes denoted simply \X�1(B) � F ." Sine the probability measure P is onlyde�ned on sets F 2 F , a random variable must satisfy this ondition if we are to be able to �ndthe probability Pr[X 2 B℄ for eah Borel set B, or even if we want to �nd the probability Pr[X �b℄ for eah rational number b. Note that set-inverses are rather well-behaved funtions from onelass of sets to another; spei�ally, for any olletion fA�g � B,[X�1(A�)℄ = X�1((A�)) \� X�1(A�) = X�1(\� A�) [� X�1(A�) = X�1([� A�)and thus, measurable or not, X�1(B) is a �-algebra if B is; it is denoted FX (or �(X)), alledthe \�-algebra (or BF or �-�eld) indued by X," and is the smallest �-algebra G suh that X is(GnB)- measurable. In partiular, X is (FnB)- measurable if and only if �(X) � F .Theorem. Let X be a real-valued random variable on some probability spae (
;F;P), and letFX = �(X) = X�1(B). Then a random variable Y on (
;F;P) is FX -measurable (i.e., FY �FX) if and only if there exists a Borel-measurable real-valued funtion � : R ! R suh thatY = �(X).Thus in probability and statistis, �-algebra's represent information: a random variable Y ismeasurable over FX if and only if the value of Y an be found from that of X, i.e., Y = �(X)for some funtion �. Note the di�erene in perspetive between real analysis, on the one hand,and probability/statistis, on the other; in analysis it is only Lebesgue measurability people areonerned about, and only to avoid paradoxes and pathologies| the whole objet is to show thatevery funtion and set of interest are measurable, to justify the usual operations (interhanginglimits, integration formulas, et.). In probability and statistis, on the other hand, measurabilityis meaningful, and diretly onneted with the observability or estimability of unertain quanti-ties. Page 2



Duke U STA 961: Week 4 R. L. WolpertFiltrationsOften in Stohasti Proesses we have not one �-algebra FX but a nested family of them,F0 � F1 � F2 � F3 � ::: � F , like Fn = �fX1; :::;Xng;the smallest �A � F for whih the �rst n of some family of RV's is measurable or, for ontin-uous-time proesses, Ft = �fXs : s � tg:In this ase a random variable Y is Ft-measurable if and only if its value an be determined byobserving Xs up to time t; we will soon be onerned with the problem of making optimal pre-ditions at time t of some future event, i.e., of �nding Ft-measurable approximations to non-Ft-measurable random variables Y 2 F .Distributions.A random variable X on a probability spae (
;F;P) indues a measure �X on (R;B), alled thedistribution measure (or simply the distribution), via the relation�(B) = P[X 2 B℄;sometimes written suintly as �X = P ÆX�1.Funtions of Random VariablesLet (
;F;P) be a probability spae, X a (real-valued) random variable, and f : R ! R a (real-valued BnB) measurable funtion. Then Y = f(X) is also a random variable, i.e., Y �1(B) =X�1(f�1(B)) 2 F for any B 2 B. Also every ontinuous or pieewise-ontinuous real-valuedfuntion on R is BnB-measurable.Random VetorsDenote by R2 the set of points (x; y) in the plane, and by B2 the �-algebra generated by retan-gles of the form f(x; y) : a < x � b;  < y � dg = (a; b℄ � (; d℄. Note that �nite unions ofthose retangles form a �eld F20 , so the minimal �-algebra and minimal MF ontaining F20 oin-ide, and the assignment �20�(a; b℄� (; d℄� = (b� a)� (d� ) has a unique extension to a measureon all of B2, alled two-dimensional Lebesgue measure (and denoted �2). Of ourse, it's just thearea of sets in the plane.A FnR2-measurable mapping X : 
 ! R
2 is alled a (two-dimensional) random vetor, orsimply an R2-valued random variable, or (a bit ambiguously) an R2-RV. It's easy to show thatthe omponents X1, X2 of a R2-RV X are eah RV's, and onversely that for any two randomvariables X and Y the two-dimensional RV (X;Y ) : 
 ! R2 is FnR2-measurable, i.e., is a R2-RV. Also, any Borel measurable (and in partiular, any pieewise-ontinuous) funtion f : R2 !

R indues a random variable f(X;Y ): this shows that suh ombinations as X +Y , X=Y , X ^Y ,X _ Y , et. are all measurable random variables.The same ideas work in any �nite number of dimensions, so without any speial notie wewill regard n-tuples (X1; :::;Xn) as Rn-valued RV's, or FnBn-measurable funtions, and will useLebesgue n-dimensional measure �n on Bn. Again PiXi, QiXi, miniXi, and maxiXi are allrandom variables. Page 3



Duke U STA 961: Week 4 R. L. WolpertEven if we have in�nitely many random variables we an verify the measurability of PiXi,infiXi, and supiXi, and of lim infiXi, and lim supiXi as well: for example,[! : supi Xi(!) � r℄ = 1\i=1[! : Xi(!) � r℄ [! : lim supi Xi(!) � r℄ = 1[i=1 1\j=i[! : Xi(!) � r℄:The event \Xi onverges" is the same as[! : lim supi Xi(!)� lim infi Xi(!) = 0℄;and so is F - measurable and has a well de�ned probability P[lim supiXi = lim infiXi℄. This isone point where ountible additivity (and not just �nite additivity) of P is ruial, and where Fneeds to be a �-algebra (and not just a F).Example: Disrete RV'sIf an RV X an take on only a �nite or ountable set of values, say bi, then eah set �i = [! :X(!) = bi℄ must be in F , the �i are disjoint, and X an be represented in the formX(!) =Xi bi1�i(!); where 1�(!) = n 1 if ! 2 �0 if ! =2 � (�)is the so-alled indiator funtion of �. By inluding a term with bi = 0, if neessary, we an as-sume that 
 = [�i so the f�ig form a \ountable partition" of 
. Any RV an be approximatedas well as we like by a simple RV of the form (�).EXPLICIT CONSTRUCTION OF �-ALGEBRASOrdinals and Trans�nite IndutionEvery �nite set S (say, with n < 1 elements) an be totally ordered a1 � a2 � a3 � : : : in n!ways, but in some sense every one of these is the same| if �1 and �2 are two orderings, thereexists a 1{1 order-preserving isomorphism � : (S;�1)  ! (S;�2). Thus up to isomorphism thereis only one ordering for any �nite set.For ountably in�nite sets there are many di�erent orderings. The obvious one is a1 � a2 �a3 � : : :, ordered just like the positive integers N; this ordering is alled !, the �rst limit ordinal.But we ould pik any element (say, b1 2 S) and order the remainder of S in the usual way, butdelare an � b1 for every n 2 N; one element is \bigger" (in the ordering) than all the others.This is not isomorphi to !, and it is alled !+1, the suessor to !. If we set aside two elements(say, b1 � b2) to follow all the others we have ! + 2, and similarly we have ! + n for eah n 2 N.The limit of all these is ! + !, or 2!... it is the ordering we would get if we lexiographiallyordered the set f(i; j) : i = 1; 2 j 2 Ng of the �rst two rows of integers in the �rst quadrant,delaring (1; i) � (2; j) for every i; j and otherwise (i; j) � (i; k) if j < k.We would get the suessor to this, 2! + 1, by extending the lexiographial ordering as weadd (3; 1) to S; in an obvious way we get 2! + n and eventually the limit ordinals 3!, 4!, et.,and the suessor ordinals m!+n. The limit of all these is !! or !2, the lexiographial orderingof the entire �rst quadrant of integers (i; j). It too has suessors !2 + n (graphially you anthink about integer triplets (i; j; k)), and limits like !2 + ! and !3 and !! (whih turns out to bethe same as 2!).In general an ordinal is a suessor ordinal if it has a maximal element, and otherwise is alimit ordinal. Every ordinal � has a suessor � + 1, and every set of ordinals f�ng has a limit(least upper bound) �. Let 
 be the �rst unountable ordinal.Page 4



Duke U STA 961: Week 4 R. L. WolpertProofs and onstrutions by trans�nite indution usually have one step at eah suessorordinal, and another at eah limit ordinal. The Borel sets an be de�ned by trans�nite onstru-tion as follows. Let F1 be any lass of subsets of some probability spae X (perhaps F1 is theopen sets in X = R, for example).Su: For any ordinal �, let F�+1 be the lass of ountable unions of sets En 2 F� and their om-plements Em : Em 2 F�.Lim: For any limit ordinal �, let F� = [���F�.Together these de�ne F� for all ordinals, limit and suessor; the �-algebra generated by F1 isjust F
. It remains to prove that:1. F1 � F
, i.e., F
 ontains the open sets;2. E 2 F
 =) E 2 F
, i.e., F
 is losed under omplements;3. En 2 F
 =) [1n=1En 2 F
, i.e., F
 is losed under ountable unions;4. F
 � G for any �-algebra G ontaining F1.Item 1. is trivial sine F
 = [��
F�, and in partiular ontains F1. Item 2. follows bytrans�nite indution upon noting that E 2 F� =) E 2 F�+1. Item 3 follows by noting thatEn 2 F
 =) En 2 F�n for some �n � 
, and � = supn<1 �n is an ordinal satisfying �n � � �
 and hene En 2 F� for all n and [1n=1En 2 F�+1. Verifying the minimality ondition Item 4 isleft as an exerise.It isn't immediately obvious from the onstrution that we ouldn't have stopped earlier|for example, that F2 or F! isn't already the Borel sets, unhanging as we allow suessively moreintersetions and unions. In fat that happens if the original spae X is ountable or �nite; inthe ase of R, however, one an show that F� 6= F�+1 for every � � 
.Do you think this expliit onstrution is learer or more ompliated than the ompletionargument used in Chung's text?INFINITE COIN TOSSFor eah ! 2 
 = (0; 1℄ and n 2 N let bn(!) be the nth bit in the binary expansion of !.There's some ambiguity in the dyadi expansion of rationals... for example, one-half an be writ-ten either as 0:10b or as the in�nitely repeating 0:01111111:::b. If we used the onvention thatdyadi rationals have �nitely many 1's in their expansion (so 1=2 = 0:10b) then bn(!) = b2n!(mod 2); with Chung's onvention that all expansions must have in�nitely many ones, we havebn(!) = (d2n!e � 1) (mod 2):We an think of fbng as an in�nite sequene of random variables, all de�ned on the same mea-surable spae (
;B1). For eah n the �-algebra generated by b1; :::; bn is the same Fn we studiedbefore, generated by sets of the form (0; i=2n℄ for integers 0 � i � 2n, and B1 = �([1n=1Fn).For eah 0 < p < 1 we an de�ne a probability measure Pp on (
;B1) suh that P[bn = 1℄ =p for all n with the fbng all independent, i.e., suh thatP[bi = di; 1 � i � n℄ = p�di(1�p)n��di :For p = 1=2 this is Lebesgue Measure, haraterized by the property that P �(a; b℄� = b � a foreah 0 � a � b � 1. This example (the family bn of random variables on the spaes (
;F ;Pp)) isan important one, and lets us build other important examples.
Page 5



Duke U STA 961: Week 4 R. L. WolpertEXPECTATION AND INTEGRAL INEQUALITIESDisrete RV'sIf a random variable Y an take on only a �nite or ountably in�nite set of values, say yi, theneah set �i = [! : Y (!) = yi℄ must be in F ; the �i are disjoint, and Y an be represented in theform Y (!) =Xi yi1�i(!); where 1�i(!) = � 1 if ! 2 �i0 if ! =2 �i (?)is the so-alled indiator funtion of �i. By adding a term with yi = 0, if neessary, we an as-sume that 
 = [�i so the f�ig form a \ountable partition" of 
. Any RV X an be approxi-mated as well as we like by a simple RV of the form (?) by hoosing � > 0, setting xi = i�, and�i = f! : xi � X(!) < xi + �g X�(!) = 1X�1 xi1�i(!)It is easy to de�ne the expetation of suh a simple RV, or (equivalently) the integral of X� over(
;F;P), if X is bounded below or above (to avoid indeterminate sums):EX� = Z
X�(!)P(d!) = Z
X�(!) dP(!) = Z
X� dP =Xi xiP(�i)Sine X�(!) � X(!) � X�(!) + �, we have EX� � EX < EX� + �, i.e.,Xi i�P[i� � X < (i+1)�℄ � EX <Xi i�P[i� � X < (i+1)�℄ + �: (??)This determines the value of EX = R
X dP for eah random variable X. If we take � = 2�nabove, and simplify the notation by writing Xn for X2�n , the sequene Xn inreases monotoni-ally to X and we an de�ne EX = limn EXn.Note that even for 
 = (0; 1℄, P = �(dx) (Lebesgue measure), and X ontinuous, the passageto the limit suggested in (??) is not the same as the limit of Riemann sums that is used to in-trodue integration in undergraduate alulus ourses; for the Riemann sum it is the x-axis thatis broken up into integral multiples of some �, determining the integral of ontinuous funtions,while here it is the y axis that is broken up, determining the integral of all measurable funtions.The two de�nitions of integral agree for ontinuous funtions where they are both de�ned, ofourse, but the present one is muh more general.If X is not bounded below or above, we an set X+ = 0 _ X and X� = 0 _ �X, so thatX = X+ � X� with both X+ and X� bounded below (by zero), so their expetations are well-de�ned; if either EX+ <1 or EX� <1, we an unambiguously de�ne EX = EX+�EX�, whileif EX+ = EX� =1 we regard EX as unde�ned.For any measurable set � 2 F we write R�X dP for EX1�. For 
 � R, if P gives positiveprobability to either a or b then the integrals over the sets (a; b), (a; b℄, [a; b), and [a; b℄ may all bedi�erent; the notation R ba X dP isn't expressive enough to distinguish them.Frequently in Probability and Statistis we need to alulate or estimate integrals and expe-tations; usually this is done through limiting arguments in whih a sequene of integrals is shownto onverge to the one whose value we need. Here are some important properties of integrals forany measurable set � 2 F and random variables fXng, X, Y , useful for bounding or estimatingthe integral of a random variable X: Page 6



Duke U STA 961: Week 4 R. L. Wolpert1. R�X dP is well-de�ned if and only if R� jXj dP <1, and ��� R�X dP��� � R� jXj dP.2. Lebesgue's Monotone Convergene Thm: If 0 � Xn % X, then R�Xn dP% R�X dP �1. In partiular, the sequene of integrals onverges (possibly to +1).3. Lebesgue's Dominated Convergene Thm: If Xn ! X, and if jXnj � Y while EY <1for some RV Y � 0, then R�Xn dP ! R�X dP and R� jXj dP � R� Y dP < 1. In partiular,the sequene of integrals onverges to a �nite limit.4. Fatou's Lemma: If Xn � 0 on �, then R�(lim infXn) dP � lim inf � R�Xn dP�. The twosides may be unequal (example?), and the result is false for lim sup.5. Fubini's Thm: If either eah Xn � 0, or Pn R� jXnj dP < 1, then the order of integrationand summation an be exhanged: Pn R�Xn dP = R�PnXn dP. If these onditions fail, theorders may not be exhangeable (example?)6. If S = P1n=1 P[jXj � n℄ < 1, then S � EX � S+1. If X takes on only positive integervalues, EX = S. For p > 0, EjXjp <1,P1n=1 np�1P[jXj � n℄ <1.7. If �X is the distribution of X, and if f is a measurable real-valued funtion on R, thenEf(X) = R
 f(X(!)) dP = R
R
f(x)�X(dx) if either side exists. In partiular, �X = EX =R x�X(dx) and �2X = E(X � �)2 = R (x� �)2 �X(dx).8. H�older's Inequality: Let p > 1 and q = pp�1 (so 1=p+ 1=q = 1; e.g., p = q = 2 or p = 1:01,q = 101): then EXY � E jXY j � �EjXjp� 1p �Ejyjq� 1q . In partiular,Cauhy-Shwartz Inequality: E [XY ℄ � E jXY j � pEX2 EY 2.9. Jensen's Inequality: Let �(x) be a onvex funtion on R, X an integrable RV. Then�(E[X℄) � E[�(X)℄. Examples: �(x) = jxjp, p � 1; �(x) = ex; �(x) = [0 _ x℄.10. Chebyhev's Inequality: If � is positive and inreasing, then P[jXj � u℄ � E[�(jXj)℄�(u) : Inpartiular P[jX � �j > u℄ � �2u2 and P[jXj > u℄ � �2+�2u2 .
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